Rethinking Leadership; Insights and Application of New Perspectives

Don’t miss this opportunity to go beyond the basics, and potentially change what you think you know!

This new conference will dive deeper into leadership and give you useful tools. Choose from 12 breakout sessions designed to closely examine important topics and give you more time to discuss your experiences and best practices. Our keynote speaker, John Hawks, an internationally known anthropologist, will get us thinking outside the box by sharing Leadership Lessons From the Field.

12 Break Out Sessions
Extended discussion times
Chose 1 each from A,B,C

A1: Power Up Your Post Project Reviews
A2: The Art of Empathy Without Burnout
A3: How Management Teams Can Have a Good Fight
A4: The Myths of Engaging and Retaining Millennials

B1: Smarter Than SMART Goals
B2: Culture and Strategy Soup; Leader as Master Chef
B3: Innovate Yourself!
B4: Leading With Your Brain in Mind

C1: When the Hippos Rise From the River; Three ‘A’s of Responsive Leadership
C2: What Do We Really Know About Effective Teams? Research and Best Practices
C3: The Problem With Authenticity
C4: Adaptive Leadership for an Evolving World; New Research and Practical Tools

Keynote:
“Leadership Lessons From The Field”

John Hawks, UW-Madison’s Vilas-Borghesi Distinguished Achievement Professor of Anthropology

For complete conference information and to register online, by phone or mailed form, visit: continuingstudies.wisc.edu/conferences/rethinking-leadership/

Continuing Education Credits: 0.7 CEU = 7 hr.
For information regarding continuing education credits for licensed human service and health professionals contact: Liz Nagel, liz.nagel@wisc.edu 608-263-7023